A developmental study of event-related potentials during explicit and implicit memory.
Event-related potentials (ERPs) were recorded from children, adolescents and adults in response to drawings of common objects or their printed names. Explicit memory was assessed in a continuous recognition paradigm, where each item had (old) or had not (new) been presented earlier. Implicit memory was assessed in separate blocks of pictures and words where item repetition was incidental to the assigned task of identifying stimuli in a given semantic category. Accuracy measures replicated the finding that word memory decays more rapidly than picture memory. A larger anterior negativity to pictures than words in children, but not adolescents or adults, suggested the existence of separate picture/word processing mechanisms that undergo developmental change. ERP repetition effects involved at least two components: a negativity that was larger to new items in both tasks, and a subsequent centroparietal positivity, most likely P3b, that was larger in response to old items for the explicit task only. Both components did not appear to undergo developmental change.